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Bucky Says 
 
Work your dog!   
 
What else do you  
have to do? 
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The	President’s	Corner	
By Adam Kelly 

 
Greetings readers of the SAR DOG Newsletter!  
 

As the days grow ever near to the dog days of summer, I wanted to take 
a moment to use my monthly platform as an avenue to remind everyone of the 
risk and danger of hyperthermia that is faced by K-9 and handler alike. 
However, I intend to speak to the animal half of the equation with this article.  

 
I do not mean for this article to be comprehensive or necessarily overly 

informative related to the topic of heat illness and working dogs. There are 
much better resources created by people with much more appropriate 
credentials than me. However, I do want this article to serve as a beacon that 
attempts to bring forth or keep this issue near the forefront of your thoughts 
this summer.  

 
Early last year, I had the opportunity and pleasure of attending an amazing in-person K-9 first 

aid course put on by the folks at the PennVet Working Dog Center. It was refreshing to have the 
opportunity to learn from veterinary care providers who focus their careers on the care for and the 
training of actual working dogs.  

 
It was evident that when it comes to working dogs, we must have the perspective that the 

mitigation and recognition of risk(s) to our K-9s is more logical and feasible than the complete 
avoidance of risk. We can apply this style of thinking when it comes to the risk of heat illness in 
working dogs within the SAR community. We must recognize and try to mitigate the risk of heat 
illness during deployments when we may have limited choices at our disposal due to the nature of 
the emergency at hand. Additionally, we must attempt to alleviate risks when it comes to training 
under these conditions as well. 

 
If you have not taken a comprehensive K-9 first aid course yet, I really urge you to find a 

resource and dive right in. Perhaps finding an in-person course may be difficult right now but you can 
probably find some quality online resources to suffice at present and start planning for a more in-
depth course in the future. I really do recommend trying to find a resource that will attempt to have 
the perspective of the risks faced by working dogs. 

 
I know I did not go over much of the specifics of heat illness for K-9s nor did I discuss the 

signs and symptoms or proposed treatments. That really is beyond the scope of what I should be 
writing about in this column and was not really my aim. My actual intent was just for this column to 
serve as a reminder to keep this issue on your mind this summer. Think about the risk it poses to 
your dog, your teammates, and yourself as well. If you want a source that you can trust, I really do 
not think that you can go wrong with the PennVet Working Dog Center as a resource that works to 
have the correct perspective when it comes to what it is that we do 
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NSDA’s Newest Certified Teams 

 
IDAHO 
Rory Olsen and K-9 Daytona 
Area I  

	
 
INDIANA 
Lillian Hardy and K-9 Eris 
Land HRD 

 

NEW YORK 
Martha Hawksworth and K-9 Farmer 
Area II  

													 	
 
 
MINNESOTA 
Rachel White and K-9 Kita 
Area II 
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NSDA’s Newest Certified Teams continued 
 
IDAHO 
David Kelley and K-9 Hank 
Area/Large Source HRD 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
$1,000	Sponsorship	Offer	to	NSDA	Members	

	
The Glenn Thompson Memorial 9/11 sponsorship in memory of his death during 
the 9/11 attack is being reinstituted this year.  Kai Hernandez is offering 
$1,000.00 to the applicant of her choice to purchase a puppy, or mature dog, to 
train for search and rescue in the disciplines of Area Search/Air Scent or 
Disaster or both and seek certification within two (2) years.  Any balance left 
over from the cost of the dog may be applied to medical screening, health 
checks and vaccinations.  
 
An application form is attached to the back of this newsletter with the conditions 
and return address of where to send the form.   
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   FEATURED TEAM:  CASCADIA SEARCH DOGS 
 
Cascadia Search Dogs (CSD) was formed in September of 2018 with the mission of supporting and 
contributing to quality training, engaging dialogue and meaningful conversations, connections and 
building bridges throughout the K-9 SAR community.  All of our members – both handlers and field 
support - are located in the beautiful Pacific Northwest and deploy through a variety of county 
jurisdictions in Washington State and beyond. 
 
Our K-9 teams train regularly in different disciplines ranging from airscent and human remains detection 
to avalanche, disaster search and trailing. We, as a group, are committed to holding national 

certifications and in the course of certifying with NSDA 
over the years, two of our handlers have also become 
NSDA Principle Evaluators for multiple disciplines!   
 
Many of our members are active in other factions of 
Search and Rescue, such as being members of the 
Washington State SAR Planning Unit and local SAR 
units in several counties in Washington State. In 
keeping with our mission of supporting K-9 search 
and rescue education, some have instructed at SAR 
conferences and published articles and research 
papers on SAR and K-9 SAR related topics.  For years, 
our President, Suzanne Elshult, has also traveled.               
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annually to her native Sweden to coach and train with Swedish 
and Danish Human Remains Detection teams with her dog Keb 
and has deployed on missions while there!   
 
We have members who hold professional dog trainer 
certifications and others who are members of North West 
Disaster Search Dogs.  We have a veterinarian with expertise in 
wilderness and more who 
have been awarded the 
Washington State Search 
and Rescue Volunteer 
Advisory Council 
(WASARVAC) SAR 
Leadership Award and the 
Adult SAR Achievement 
Award in Leadership. 
 

CSD’s members have approximately 100 years of combined SAR 
K-9 experience and bring special expertise on deployment of 
dogs to large scale evidence searches, as well as urban, rural 
and wilderness searches for missing people.  We are trained to, 
and have been, deployed in anything from urban settings to 
typical Pacific Northwest wilderness to disasters (Oso Landslide) 
to technical terrain, such as Mt. Rainier. 
 

   This summer holds many projects for the folks of CSD.  Co-  
   sponsored by the WA State SAR Planning Unit, CSD recently held a   
   free, three-part online class for handlers and field support on  
   Search Theory for K-9 Teams.  (Keep an eye out for more  
   information on our second offering in July via our FaceBook page!)   
   We also plan to launch a pilot project called K9SARKonnect where  
   we will be using Zoom to    
   invite handlers and field  
   support to engage with  
   each other on a variety of   
   issues.  We look forward to 
   having  participants from a  
   variety of countries join in. 
 

            
Cascadia Search Dogs is excited about the possibilities of 
making a meaningful difference and building community in K9 
SAR going forward!   
 
TO SEE YOUR TEAM FEATURED HERE:  Contact:   
 	 nsnelling@n-sda.org  
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     NSDA UPDATES 

 

New NSDA Board Takes Office 
 
Adam Kellly   President 
Roy Pescador  Vice President 
Julie Grinnell  Secretary 
Brendan Fike  Treasurer 
Sherry Scruggs  Director 
 
Land HRD Question 
 
A K-9 handler recently told me her team’s 
standard does not call for a blood only source.  
The logic is that the court would throw it out 
because anyone can bleed anytime, anywhere 
and it proves nothing.  
 
I offer another view: If the K-9 does not know 
how to locate a blood source, this resource 
likely will not be found.  This could entirely 
eliminate any possibility of locating 
corroborating evidence to prove that the 
subject had been at that location and had an 
injury.  It could also be used in conjunction 
with other evidence to strengthen the 
argument for the case. It would provide an 
opportunity for DNA evidence if needed.   
 
If you are ever asked to search the trunk of a 
vehicle for L.E. and your dog locates blood,   
should the whole vehicle be eliminated from  
 

evidence because the victim could have been 
in the trunk at any time? 

 
What is your opinion?  Email the Editor at 
snelling@olypen.com  
 
Dog owners are going crazy from being in lock 
down! Actually, I've just been talking about this 
with the microwave and toaster this morning and 
we all agreed that things are getting bad.  
 
I didn't mention anything to the washing machine 
as she puts a different spin on everything. 
Certainly not to the fridge as he is acting cold and 
distant.  
 
In the end the iron straightened me out as she 
said everything will be fine, no situation is too 
pressing. The vacuum was very 
unsympathetic...told me to just suck it up, but the 
fan was more optimistic and hoped it would all 
soon blow over! The toilet looked a bit flushed 
when I asked its opinion but the door knob told 
me to get a grip.  
 
The front door said I was unhinged and so the 
curtains told me to... yes, you guessed it... pull 
myself together. A walk with my bloodhound will 
do just that.                    The Daily Drool 
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FIREWORKS 
 
Whether you are a pet owner or a K-9 handler, 
the reality is that, in many cases, fireworks are 
dangerous for dogs! But you might be 
surprised to learn that the dangers for working 
dogs are very different from those for pets. 
 
In this article, the differences will be 
separated, the #1 reason why fireworks are 
dangerous for dogs (it’s not what you think!) 
will be told, and how you can keep your 
working dog safe during firework season will 
be covered. 
 
Why Fireworks are Dangerous for Dogs: 
Remember, as beautiful and festive as they 
are, fireworks are explosions and all explosions 
have the potential to cause harm.  And even 
the mildest explosions give off smoke, sparks, 
and loud noise, all with the potential to cause 
harm. 
 
Pet Dogs: 
Pet dogs will most likely panic after hearing 
these loud explosions. Since fireworks usually 
occur during warm months, if they set off a 
panic reaction in your pet dog, they could run 
away and could even succumb to heatstroke if 
they’re gone long enough. Pet dogs can also 
suffer from trauma, like getting hit by a car, if 
they run away frantically from the noise. 

 
Working Dogs: 
Working dogs, particularly law enforcement  
K-9s, are trained against loud noises so this is 
not usually a problem. 
 
Instead, the two biggest dangers for working 
K9s are: 
∗ injury from sparks and smoke (particularly in 
the eyes) and 
∗ ingestion of toxic substances (e.g., sniffing, 
licking). 

 

 
 
One of the most toxic substances found in 
fireworks, explosives and military weapons is 
white phosphorus, which can also be called 
“Willie Pete” or yellow phosphorus. White 
phosphorous is highly flammable and self-
ignites on contact with air. It’s only safe when 
submerged in water, but can re-ignite when 
the water dries up (and it will continue to burn 
until all of the phosphorus burns up). 
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Treating White Phosphorous Exposure: 
If the K-9 is on fire or parts of the skin are in 
flames, it may be from white phosphorous. You 
should decontaminate your dog immediately if 
they come into contact with the chemical! Be 
very careful and remember: personal 
protective equipment is a MUST here! 
 
How To Decontaminate Your K-9 after 
White Phosphorous Exposure: 
∗ Cover the white phosphorous with water and 

soak it well. 
∗ Soak all exposed areas and do not use oil or 

grease. 
∗ Remove any contaminated articles (collar, 

vest, etc.); it will re-ignite when it dries. 
∗ Do not allow the animal to dry until all white 

phosphorous has been removed via 
thorough washing. Use Dawn® dish 
detergent and copious amounts of water.  
A black light or wood’s lamp can help 
identify any areas of white phosphorous 
that are still present. Wash out the eyes if 
any powder could have gotten into them. 

∗ Get Your K-9 to a Veterinarian Immediately! 
Ideally, have on hand the contact 
information of the closest veterinary clinic 
with emergency capabilities.  

 
If the K-9 ingested the powder, rapid airway 
swelling can occur leading to airway 
obstruction. In this case, it’s essential to 
transport your K-9 immediately to a veterinary 
emergency clinic! 
 
So what’s the bottom line? 
The biggest danger from fireworks for working 
dogs are sparks, smoke and inhalation or 
ingestion. White phosphorus is extremely 
dangerous! You should always soak it and keep 
it wet until it can be completely removed. 
   K9 Cop MAGAGINE 

 
 
Some Additional Reminders 
 
More safety suggestions from Pet Wellness 
Clinic include: 

 
• Keep an eye out for stress signals. 

! The dogs are panting excessively,  
! they can’t get comfortable,  
! they’re anxious,  
! they’ll often be clingy to the owner,  
! they won’t want to be left alone.   

• Keep sparklers and fireworks, lit or unlit, 
away from your pets. 
• Don’t let pets near matches, lighters, 
charcoal or hot grills. 
• Use only pet-approved sunscreen and insect 
repellents. 
• Maintain pets regular diet i.e. no people 
food. 
• Clean up fireworks debris and food scraps 
before letting pets back outside. 
• Make sure your pet is micro-chipped in case 
fireworks scare them enough to run away. 
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Meet	Dr.	Moose:	
Virginia	Tech	awards	one	of	its	therapy	
dogs	an	honorary	doctorate	degree	

	
Like most universities, Virginia Tech's College 
of Veterinary Medicine celebrated the class of 
2020 with an online commencement ceremony. 
But unlike other schools, they included one 
very good boy in the graduating class: a dog 
named Moose. 
 
The Labrador retriever, an 8-year-old therapy 
dog at the Cook Counseling Center, received 
an honorary doctorate in veterinary medicine.  
 
Moose, who has been with Virginia Tech since 
2014, is one of the school's four therapy 
animals and ambassadors for mental health 
awareness.  
 
Along with attending football games, club 
events, and new student orientations, Moose 
also helps students cope with anxiety, trauma 
and other mental health issues. The pup has 
helped thousands of students and assisted in 
more than 7,500 counseling sessions, 
according to his owner, licensed counselor 
Trent Davis. 
 
Davis, who has worked at the Cook Counseling 
Center for 10 years, launched the school's 

animal-assisted therapy program to provide 
students with another form of comfort. 
 
"Some humans haven't had the best 
experience with other humans, or even other 
dogs. In both those cases, Moose provides a 
very safe and comforting force in the room," 
Davis said.  "These students see Moose as 
someone who's going to accept them. They 
don't worry about him judging them." 
 
While the coronavirus pandemic has made it 
difficult for students to visit Moose and the 
other dogs for therapy sessions, Davis said the 
center now offers regular open office hours 
virtually, for one hour three days a week. 

 
Moose and his owner, Trent Davis 

 
Davis also holds in-person meetings if a 
student is having a crisis or emergency and 
asks to see one of the dogs. 
 
All four of the school's therapy dogs are 
beloved by the student body -- but Moose, who 
received Virginia Veterinary Medical 
Association's Animal Hero Award in 2019, is 
quite special. 
 
"The students here talk a lot about how Moose 
has broken down the stigma around mental 
health care on campus," Davis said. 
"Veterinarians are unfortunately a very 
challenged population. They have high rates of 
suicide, and this profession can be quite 
disturbing. He has really helped the students   
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and staff at Virginia Tech and 
has gotten a lot of recognition 
for that." 
 
Moose has also faced challenges 
of his own.  A week after his 

birthday in February, Davis noticed blood in 
Moose's urine. The dog was later diagnosed 
with prostate cancer and underwent radiation 
treatments. Moose's treatment is ongoing, but 
he remains his usual happy self, Davis said. 
 
For Davis, it has been easy to recognize the 
incredible impact Moose has had on everyone 
who turns to him for support.  “I'll often meet 
people and they'll be petting him, and all of a 
sudden they're on the ground, talking in a 
baby voice," Davis said. "So when people ask, 
'How does this dog therapy thing work?' I'm 
like kind of like this. I have never met you 
before and now you're sitting one foot away 
from me petting the dog and talking to me 
about the meaning of life." 
 
Dr. Moose can't do much with his new diploma, 
but he is looking forward to loads of treats, a 
swim at the beach and a good ol' tug of war.  
  Alaa Elassar, CNN													May	17,	2020 
 
 
 
'Canine Hero' Rescued After 80-
Foot Fall In Santa Cruz County  

Blu, a Monterey Bay Search Dogs 
team member, does his best to save 
others. But after a scary fall, his 
people came to HIS rescue.  

SOQUEL, CA — Blu, a search dog, is used to 
using his sniffer to help save the day, but after 
Blu fell 80 feet down a cliff in Santa Cruz  

 

 

County, first responders were quick to pay it 
forward for the hard-working dog 

The six-year-old Golden Retriever, a member 
of the Monterey Bay Search Dogs team, was 
with his owner during a training session at the 
Olive Springs Quarry when he fell off of a steep 
cliff, the Central Fire Protection District of 
Santa Cruz County said. 

 
 
Crews hiked up a drainage and scaled three 
waterfalls to find Blu, who had suffered moderate 
injuries including broken ribs, officials said. He was 
packaged in a harness and a California Highway 
Patrol helicopter crew helped fly Blu to safety. 

CFPD wished the "canine hero" a speedy recovery 
and said officials hope to see Blu in the field soon. 
 
Sources:  WorkingDog Magazine, Courtney Teague,            
Patch Staff       
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Search for Colorado Mom 

Who Vanished on Mother’s Day 

	
Photo: Chaffee County Sheriff’s Office 

 
Authorities said they’ve found a personal item 
belonging to a missing Colorado woman—the 
first break in a fruitless five-day search for the 
mom-of-two that has so far stumped 
investigators. 

Suzanne Morphew, 49, disappeared On 
Mother’s Day, May 10, 2020 while on a bike 
ride outside Maysville, Colorado. She was first 
reported missing by a neighbor that evening.  

Search crews of more than 100 investigators, 
eight different tracking and scent dogs from 
Search and Rescue Dogs of Colorado and the 
Department of Corrections, four drones, as 
well as members of Colorado Parks and 
Wildlife, South Ark Swiftwater Rescue and 
Reach Air Ambulance have been unable to find 
her. The investigation is still open, and 
authorities have yet to rule out foul play. 

Source:  Emily Shugerman The Daily Beast 
 

 
 

IT’S TICK SEASON	 
 
Summer is growing closer and 
closer, which means that tick 
season is right around the corner. Protecting 
your dog from ticks can lower his risk of tick-
borne diseases, such as Lyme disease. 

 
Ticks are especially prevalent in grassy or 
wooded areas, so always check your  
dog’s coat and skin carefully from head to toe 
after spending time outdoors. Look closely in  
and around the ears, around the head and 
neck, and between the toes. 

Source:  Workingdog MAGAZINE  
 

Simparica, Nexgard, Bravecto and Credelio are 
part of a group called Isoxazoline drugs. They 
each contain a list of chemicals, including 
parasecticies, that get in the dog’s bloodstream 
and attack the neurological systems of biting 
fleas and tickets, killing them. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although the instances are very small, one 
possible effect on the dog is seizures. Read the 
fine print on the packaging information sheet 
before starting a new flea med.  Be aware of 
internet horror stories regarding these meds 
and consult with your veterinarian instead.   
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KIBBLES & BITS 
by Susan Bulanda 

 
Part Three in this series will explain about training inconsistencies used to 
train the dog.  
 
Often more than one person is assigned to help train the dogs. If you do 
not have experienced people to help, then only one dog at a time can be worked by the head trainer 
and the rest of the people sit around waiting. This does not promote good feelings in a unit. 
Everyone wants a problem for their dogs. Where the snafu comes in is if the one head trainer is not a 
professional or an experienced general dog trainer. Therefore they are not able to identify or explain 
to the helpers or handlers exactly what an individual dog needs to learn to do the exercise.  
 
These trainers learned what to do from someone else who was not a professional trainer, or they 
trained their SAR dog on their own and only know what worked for them. What worked for them will 
not work for every dog. A professional trainer understands the different breed personalities and can 
explain the exercises to the handler. Successful dog training requires being able to teach both the 
dog and the handler.  

Remember, dog training of any kind is a matter of teamwork 
between the handler and dog. While the results of an 
exercise may be the same for each dog, such as finding a 
missing person, how the dog is taught so that they 
understand what they need to do can vary quite a bit. I 
wonder how many potentially good SAR dogs have failed to 
pass qualifying tests because the head trainer did not know 
how to train a dog.  
 
So what can a unit do to solve this problem? There are a few 
options available. First, hire a professional dog trainer with  
good references to conduct periodic basic obedience training with 
the unit. This will work providing that the trainer is not a 

competitive obedience trainer and understands the needs of the SAR dog.                                                  

  
 

 

The unit trainer can explain these needs to the obedience 
trainer. What I want to stress is that the dog trainer can 
teach a dog any type of exercise without being a SAR 
person if the goal of the exercise is explained to the trainer. 
There are many other jobs that dogs are trained to do that 
are similar to SAR dog work. With a minor adjustment these 
methods can be applied to SAR dog training.  For example, 
bird dogs are taught to find the bird in the field by 
quartering and air scenting, then they either set, flush or 
point the bird to the handler. This is very similar to SAR 
work 
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Let me give you some more examples. Most           
working dog handlers want a dog with a high prey 
chase drive, and this helps. The non-professional SAR 
head trainer will not understand the different types of 
prey chase drive that different dogs have, whereas 
the professional trainer will. In the 60’s and 70’s I 
owned a team of Siberian Huskies and raced with 
them.  
 
You do not see many of the northern breeds doing SAR work. They have the physical stamina, the coat 
for colder climates, and they are very intelligent. They have a very high prey chase drive. So what is the 
problem? Huskies are bred to pull, to lead by being out front but they are also bred to be very 
independent. In the artic regions where they were originally used, they were turned loose in the summer 
months to fend for themselves by hunting and killing whatever they could find. In the winter they would 
stay in the camps and be fed and sheltered. So as far as SAR work goes, they can find very well but they 
often lack the mind set needed to work as a team. They are very independent dogs.   
 

Let’s look at a popular SAR dog today, the Border Collie. In the late 70’s 
when I became interested in SAR work, I studied all the breeds worldwide 
to see which one I would get for SAR work. I picked the Border Collie. At 
that time only sheep herders and ranchers knew about Border Collies so 
they were hard to find. My reasoning for 
picking the BC was this. During a 
snowstorm, sheep out on the range 

would huddle next to a wall, brush or even a large rock for shelter. 
They would get buried with snow and stay there, freezing to 
death. The rancher would send the Border Collie out (alone) to 
find the sheep, break them out of the snow and bring them home. 
This made the BC very adaptable to do search work, return to the 
handler and lead them back to the missing person. Again, this 
involves a very high prey chase drive, but also the mind set 
needed to work with the handler.  
 
All three types of dogs, bird dogs, sled dogs and herding dogs, have a very high prey chase drive but 
only two can carry it through to successfully do SAR work. Each breed or mixed breed has various 
levels of prey chase drive. How you train the various breeds requires a solid knowledge of how the 
instincts in that individual fit with SAR work. And yes, I mean the individual because the level of the 
prey chase drive varies from individual to individual regardless of the breed. This is one reason why 
so many SAR dogs are retriever breeds and herding dogs.  
 
Knowing about the various breeds is what makes the non-SAR dog trainer a huge asset to the SAR 
dog unit. The non-SAR dog trainer only needs to teach the basic how to find which would involve 
short and maybe a little longer run-away. They only need to set up the problems based on each dog  
and explain to the handler and helper what to do. They can watch to see the interaction between the  
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dog and handler and they should be able to spot where there is a breakdown, if any, and then 
explain how to fix it. By the time the dog/handler team is ready for advance field work, which is 
applying the basic SAR dog training in a larger area, the non-SAR dog trainer does not need to be 
present.  This is because the dog/handler team should have worked out any bugs in training by that 
time.  
 
The advanced exercises should focus on using the dog in the field, applying what has been learned, 
not training the dog to find. If a problem arises at the advanced level, the non-SAR dog trainer can 
be consulted. Because the trainer has worked with the dog/handler team, they will be able to 
determine where the breakdown is and explain how to fix it. Remember, the basics are not about 
searching but about training.  
 
I know that this method works because I have done it. I personally taught two basic obedience 
trainers who are not SAR dog people to train SAR dogs. They helped me train at a large seminar/field 
exercise that was conducted a few years ago. If anyone is interested in contacting them for a 
seminar, email me at sbulanda21@gmail.com and I will put you in touch with them.  

 
The issue that comes up about hiring a trainer is the cost. Not all trainers will 
give seminars for free. But there are always those trainers that might 
volunteer to be the unit trainer as a member of the unit without being a 
fielded handler. The unit can also raise money for unit dog training. There 
are creative ways to cover the cost of hiring a professional trainer.  
 
Keep in mind that a basic obedience course usually runs from 4 – 6 weeks. 
So you can periodically arrange for a trainer to meet with the unit members 
once a week for the program, once a year. This would train new dogs and 
refresh experienced dogs.  
 
What I want to stress in this article is that strict adherence to policies is 
essential for success. Reliable obedience is necessary for a good team and a 
reliable SAR dog. Most important and the most difficult aspect of these 
problems is to get SAR units to recognize that there are many good non-SAR 
dog trainers that can help them train SAR dogs. Too often I have heard from 
units that they will not consider a non-SAR trainer because they feel that the 

trainer must understand SAR work. While a basic understanding of what a SAR dog must do helps, 
the dog trainer only needs to know the goal of the exercise to know how to train the dog.  
 
The non-SAR dog trainer may have other techniques that are used with other types of work that they 
can apply to SAR dog training. This is something the unit head trainer will not understand.  
 
Teaching handlers how to use the dog in the field or applying the trained dog, is the job of the SAR 
unit, not necessarily the job of the non-SAR dog trainer. The head trainer of a unit teamed up with a 
non-SAR dog trainer is a formula for top level success. 
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Two	Charged	After	Suitcases	
Full	of	Body	Parts		
Found	in	UK	Forest	
 
A British father-of-two and a 27-year-old 
woman have been charged after a woman’s 

body was found 
“sawed in half” and 
shoved into suitcases 
in a forest outside 
Birmingham, England, 
according to local 
reports.  

The remains of an 
unidentified woman 
were found near a 
quarry in the Forest of 

Dean after a member of the public reported a 
vehicle driving erratically in the area. A source 
close to the investigation said that the alleged 
scene of the crime—a property in nearby 
Birmingham—was “like a bloodbath.” 

Police searched the area where the suitcases 
were found for three days, using trained 
sniffing dogs, according to the Mail. 

To read more go to:  
https://news.yahoo.com/two-charged-suitcases-
full-body-225211026.html  
  
 
 

Dogs Become Troublesome at 
Puberty Much Like Humans Do,  

Study Suggests 
 
Perhaps you've had to put up with a moody, 
uncooperative teenager. You may well have 
been one yourself. A new study suggests that 
dogs go through a similar phase of 
stubbornness and disobedience when they hit 
puberty at about eight months old. 

 
Looking at the behavior of a total of 378 
canines, researchers found that the animals 
were more obedient and more responsive 
either side of that eight-month mark – but only 
when it came to their owners, not to less 
familiar trainers. 
 
So not only do dogs appear to have a 
difficult adolescence just like we do, 
they also share the frustration that we 
often feel towards our parents or 
caregivers when we hit our teenage 
years. That has big implications for 
long-term canine care and sheltering. 
 
"This is a very important time in a dog's life," 
says animal behavior researcher Lucy Asher, 
from Newcastle University in the UK. "This is 
when dogs are often re-homed because they 
are no longer a cute little puppy and suddenly, 
their owners find they are more challenging 
and they can no longer control them or train 
them."  "But as with human teenage children, 
owners need to be aware that their dog is 
going through a 
phase and it will 
pass." 
 
In one experiment 
with 93 Labrador 
retrievers, golden 
retrievers and their 
cross breeds, the 
pooches at eight 
months old were 
found to take longer 
and be more 
reluctant to respond 
to a 'sit' command given by their caregiver 
than they were when just five months old. The 
eight-month-olds didn't show the same 
obstinance when the command was given by a 
stranger, though.  
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The researchers found further evidence of this 
effect in survey data gathered on 285 
Labradors, golden retrievers, German 
shepherds and their 
cross breeds. Dog 
owners and trainers 
less familiar with the 
dogs were asked to 
evaluate the animals' 
'trainability' by 
answering questions 
on obedience and how 
quickly commands 
were responded to. 
 
Again, the caregivers ranked their dogs as less 
obedient at eight months old compared with 
five months old or 12 months old. The trainers 
reported that obedience increased between the 
ages of five months and eight months.  
 
"It's very important that owners don't punish 
their dogs for disobedience or start to pull 
away from them emotionally at this time," says 
Asher. "This would be likely 
to make any problem 
behavior worse, as it does 
in human teens." 
 
Another finding from the 
study was that less secure 
female dogs – showing 
signs of a greater need for 
attachment and more 
anxiety when separated 
from their owners – 
reached puberty earlier, 
perhaps another parallel 
with human teens. 
 
While evidence of this 
difficult phase may come as no surprise to  

 
 
observant dog owners, it's important to raise 
awareness of it. This eight month mark also 
happens to be the peak age at which dogs are 
given up to shelters. 
 
If owners understand that their dogs are 
experiencing 'the teenage years' (and the 
associated changes in brain patterns and 
hormones), re-homing due to this reason 
might become less common. The researchers 
also say that our canine companions could 
offer an intriguing new way to study puberty in 
humans, to see if there are any more 
similarities to be drawn. 
 
For the time being though, whether you've got 
an eight-month old pooch who refuses to obey 
your commands, or a 15-year-old teenager 
refusing to come out of their bedroom, bear in 
mind that this behavior won't last forever. 
 
"Many dog owners and professionals have long 
known or suspected that dog behavior can 

become more difficult when they go through 
puberty," says zoologist Naomi Harvey, from 
the University of Nottingham in the UK. "But 
until now there has been no empirical record 
of this." 
 
"Our results show that the behavior changes 
seen in dogs closely parallel that of parent-
child relationships, as dog-owner conflict is 
specific to the dog's primary caregiver and 
just as with human teenagers, this is a 
passing phase." 
 
The research has been published in Biology 
Letters. 

Sources:  David Nield, science alert, msn news 
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Why cats have more lives than 
dogs when it comes to snakebite 
 
Cats are twice as likely to survive a venomous 
snakebite than dogs, and the reasons behind 
this strange phenomenon have been revealed 
by University of Queensland research. 
 
The research team, led by PhD student 
Christina Zdenek and Associate Professor Bryan 
Fry, compared the effects of snake venoms on 
the blood clotting agents in dogs and cats, 
hoping to help save the lives of our furry 
friends. 

"Snakebite is a common occurrence for pet 
cats and dogs across the globe and can be 
fatal," Dr Fry said.  "This is primarily due to a 
condition called 'venom-induced consumptive 
coagulopathy' -- where an animal loses its 
ability to clot blood and sadly bleeds to death. 

"In Australia, the eastern brown snake 
(Pseudonaja textilis) [pictured below]	

 
alone is responsible for an estimated 76% of 
reported domestic pet snakebites each year.  
"And while only 31% of dogs survive being 
bitten by an eastern brown snake without 
antivenom, cats are twice as likely to survive -- 
at 66%." 

Cats also have a significantly higher survival 
rate if given antivenom treatment and, until 

now, the reasons behind this disparity were 
unknown. 

Dr Fry and his team used a coagulation 
analyser to test the effects of eastern brown 
snake venom -- as well as 10 additional 
venoms found around the world -- on dog and 
cat plasma in the lab. 

"All venoms acted faster on dog plasma than 
cat or human," Mrs Zdenek said.  "This 
indicates that dogs would likely enter a state 
where blood clotting fails sooner and are 
therefore more vulnerable to these snake 
venoms. 

"The 
spontaneous 
clotting time 
of the blood -- 
even without 
venom -- was 
dramatically 
faster in dogs 
than in cats.  
"This suggests 
that the naturally faster clotting blood of dogs 
makes them more vulnerable to these types of 
snake venoms. 

"And this is consistent with clinical records 
showing more rapid onset of symptoms and 
lethal effects in dogs than cats." 

Several behavioral differences between cats 
and dogs are also highly likely to increase the 
chances of dogs dying from venomous snake 
bite.  "Dogs typically investigate with their 
nose and mouth, which are highly vascularized 
areas, whereas cats often swat with their 
paws," Dr Fry said. 

"And dogs are usually more active than cats, 
which is not great after a bite has taken place 
because the best practice is to remain as still 
as possible to slow the spread of venom 
through the body." 

The researchers hope their insights can lead to 
a better awareness of the critically short period  

	

banded	copperhead	
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of time to get treatment for dogs envenomed 
by snakes.  "As dog lovers ourselves, this study 
strikes close to home but it also has global 
implications," Dr Fry said. 
 
"I've had two friends lose big dogs to 
snakebites, dying in less than ten minutes even  

 
though the eastern brown snakes responsible 
were not particularly large specimens. 
 
"This underscores how devastatingly fast and 
fatal snake venom can be to dogs." 

Source:  Science Daily, University of Queensland New 
Zealand 

 
 
     CHOOSING A NEW SAR PUPPY ?  WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW 
 

 

 
 
 Send your check for $16.00  
 made out to NSDA to  
 Norma Snelling 
 P.O. Box 3100, Sequim, WA 98382 
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HRD Spiral bound logbooks   6 ½ x 8”   200 pages 
$9.00 

 
 

 

 
100% cotton  

$14.00 
 
 
 

Screen print T-shirt  
K-9 HANDLER on back 
1 Size Large in stock 

1 Size Medium in stock  
email nsnelling@n-sda.org  to  

be sure it is still available 
before mailing your check 

 
 
 
 
 

Send your check made to NSDA to 
Norma Snelling, P.O. Box 3100,  

Sequim, WA. 98382 
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  3 YEAR OLD BOY TRACKED BY K-9’s IN MAINE 
 

Maine Game Warden Alan Curtis and his K-9 Sig found a missing 3-year-old boy who disappeared 
while playing on the beach.  Emmit Holcomb of Roque Bluffs was last seen at the beach near Nepp 
Point Road in Roque Bluffs.  

When his family lost track of him, they conducted a quick search, and then called 911 just after 
1 p.m. Maine Game Wardens and other emergency personnel searched the area near the beach 
while marine patrol searched the bay. 

Washington County Deputy Sheriff Jim Malloy's K-9 picked up Emmit's scent and tracked him along 
the beach to a nearby home, two-tenths of a mile away from his house. Although the track was 
lost at this point, a game camera image of the boy at the home at 274 Nepp Point Road confirmed 
that he had been there. 

At this point, Warden Curtis and K-9 Sig arrived at the home, met with Deputy Malloy, and began  
a search of a densely wooded area west of the shoreline. K-9 Sig picked up the scent quickly, just 

before 2:30, and they found Emmit about  
10 minutes later, sitting down behind a large 
overturned tree.  He was about 1/4 mile into 
the woods and over a half mile from the 
beach where he was last seen.  
 
Officials say the child was tired and had wet 
feet but was otherwise healthy. Warden 
Curtis carried the boy back to his truck and 
drove him to a waiting ambulance, reuniting 
him with his family. 
 
Agencies involved in the search included the 
Washington County Sheriff's Office, the 
Maine Warden Service, Maine State Police, 
Maine Marine Patrol, U.S. Border Patrol, 
Machias Police, Machias Ambulance Service 
and the Roque Bluffs Fire Department. 

 
 Sourc

e:  Cindy Campbel,lK-9 COP Magazine 
 

 
 
 
 
 

photo	courtesy	of	Maine	Warden	Service 
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Synopsis	
June 4, 2020 Board Meeting 

 
Following feedback from the Membership, work 
has begun on a social media series about 
working blind and double-blind problems. 
 
The Board is researching possibilities for new 
benefits for membership. 
 
Discussion has begun about creating a 
standard for a K-9 Team Flanker. 
 
Volunteers are being sought to assist with 
social media and communications projects. 
 
The Board is ready to move forward with 
Urban Trailing Beta Testing. 
 
There are presently 1,589 subscribers to the 
NSDA Newsletter. 
 
Current NSDA membership stands at 449 
members. 
 
President & CEO Adam Kelly extended a 
heartfelt thank you, on behalf of the Board of 
Directors, to outgoing Board Member Norma 
Snelling for her hard work, guidance and 
leadership as an NSDA Executive Board 
member. 
 
The Board officially welcomed its newest 
member, Brendan Fike. 
 
The Board of Directors held their annual 
election. The results are as follows: 
 President & CEO – Adam Kelly  
 Executive Vice President – Roy Pescador 
 Corporate Secretary – Julie Grinnell 
 Chief Financial Officer – Brendan Fike 
 
Sherry Scruggs continues in her position as a 
Director. 

 
 
The next Board Meeting will take place by 
conference call on Thursday, July 2, 2020. 
 
 

 
NSDA Board of Directors 
 
OFFICERS 
Adam Kelly, President & CEO, MI 
    akelly@n-sda.org 
Roy Pescador, Executive VP, Canada 
    rpescador@n-sda.org  
Julie Grinnell, Corporate Secretary, MI  
						jgrinnell@n-sda.org 
Brendan Fike, Chief Financial Officer, MI 
					fikebren@gmail.com	
 
DIRECTORS 
Sherry Scruggs, GA            
					sscruggs@n-sda.org 
 
FOUNDING MEMBERS— 
K-9 Thor, Eileen M. Nobles, Susan Bulanda, K-9 
Roo, Leslie Godchaux, Brian R. Hendrickson, 
Continental Kennel Club, Inc., K-9 River, K-9 
Persha; Jan Thompson, K-9 Cali, Peggy Ann 
Buchman; K-9 Geist 
 
 

 
What is  happening? 

All  the humans are wearing 
muzzles!  
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    THE LAST HOWL 
By Sue Wolff 

 
Opinions expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of 
the National Search Dog Alliance.   

 
Can your team SAR dogs do what these two are doing?  
Before you say that they live together, let it be known 
that they were owned by two separate handlers and 
only saw each other at training. 
 
Besides the fact that SAR dogs need to be friendly with 
people, they also need to be friendly with each other.  
Having your team dogs fight and bite each other is 
unacceptable at any point in time.  It also will make the 
public wonder if they really want such savage animals 
looking for their three year old. 
 

Due to necessity, search dogs may need to be confined to small spaces.  This may put them in close 
contact with another K-9 on their team.  For example, being transported via helicopter or small plane 
to a search scene can squeeze dogs and handlers into very limited spaces.   
 
Another time K-9s may need to be close together is being transported by a large cargo plane to a 
disaster scene.  With all the gear, supplies and personnel to be carried, there’s barely room for the 
dogs on the floor of the plane.  Thus they need to be well socialized—not only with each other but 
with humans as well. 
 
A good place to start this type of association is at training.  Most handlers have SUVs or vans so it’s 
easy to find space large enough for two good sized working dogs.  However some personnel have to 
use a car but it can still work for socialization.  Put the two dogs in the back seat—one on the floor 
and one on the seat.  Needless to say, handlers need to be with their dogs and have them on leash 
while doing these exercises. 
  
Now imagine how impressed law enforcement and 
other searchers will be when you pull up to a scene,  
open the hatch/door on your vehicle and there sit  
several dogs docilly staring out.  Other types of  
dog handlers, such as bear hunters, will really be  
impressed that your dogs get along—especially  
since theirs don’t! 
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WANT	A	TEST	IN	YOUR	AREA	

After	the	coronavirus	quarantine	has	ended?	
	

	 3–9	HANDLERS	TESTING?		Less	than	10	tests?	
	 You	may	be	eligible	for	up	to	$300	in	grant	money	from	NSDA	to	bring	in	an	

Evaluator(s).	
	 							If	you	need	a	test,	contact	Rhonda	Dyer	at	testing@n-sda.org		

	
	 6	OR	MORE	HANDLERS	TESTING?			10	or	more	tests?			

	 					We	may	pay	up	to	$500	in	travel	expenses	for	each	Evaluator	giving	three	or	more	
tests.			 Invite	your	team	or	anyone	in	your	area.	

	 	 				If	you	need	a	regional	test,	contact	Rhonda	Dyer	at	testing@n-sda.org	
	

Field	Tests:	$35.00	for	members,	$100.00	for	non-members.	
	
	
	

TESTS	
2020	
	

Topic	 Location	 Contact	 	

June	 	 	 	 	

27-28	 Land	HRD	
Olympic	
Peninsula,	

WA	

Suzanne	
Elshult	 selshult@hrnow.net	

	
	
	

FREEBIE! 
List	your	Tests,	Training	Seminars,	and	Conferences	in	the	SAR	Dog	News	

at	no	cost	to	you	
	
	

REACH	1,600	SAR	K-9	HANDLERS	
Contact	Norma	Snelling	at:			snelling@olypen.com	
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Check with the Coordinator of the seminar to see if it has been cancelled, 
postponed or the date changed due to the coronavirus pandemic.  Previously 
cancelled tests have been removed from our list but others may have been 
cancelled after our publication date. 
	
The	seminars	listed	below	are	not	sponsored	by	NSDA.		These	seminars	have	not	been	reviewed	by	NSDA	and	
their	listing	should	not	be	construed	as	an	endorsement	or	sanction.		NSDA	retains	the	right	to	not	post	
seminars	where	we	have	heard	complaints	of	animal	abuse	or	excessive	foul	language.	
	
	

TRAINING	SEMINARS	AND	CONFERENCES	
2020	 Topic	 Location	 Contact	

June	

15-17	 Basic	K9	
water	 Flagstaff,	AZ	 Coordinator	 www.sdona.org		

16-18	 Burials,	basic	 Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.K9sensus.org		

19-21	
Washington	
State	SAR	
Conf.	

Ellensburg,	
WA	 Coordinator	 president@wasarvac.org	

20	 Locating	the	
Dead	

San	Lis	
Obispo,	CA	 Coordinator	 www.slofist.org		

22-26	
K9	funda-
mentals	
seminar	

Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.K9sensus.org		

27-28	
Ground	
search	

operations	
Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

July	

10	 K9	pre-test	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

11-12	 K9	
credentialing	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

17-19	 Pay	that	Dog	 Moss	Landing,	
CA	 Coordinator	 www.k9behaviorconsortium.com/sealions/		

24-26	
Advanced	
water	cadaver	
search		

Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

31	 Basic	air	scent	
K9	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

July	TBA	

HRD	
workshop	
w/Teresa	
Mac-Pherson	

Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.k9sensus.org/training-courses	

August	

1-2	 Intermediate	
air	scent	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

29-30	 Basic	disaster	
search	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		
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September	

3-6	 North	Paw	K9	
SAR	seminar	 Cortez,	CO	 Errin	Walker	 errinwalker@hotmail.com		

12-13	
Ground	
search	
operations	

Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

13-16	 Forensics,	
advanced	 Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.K9sensus.org		

15-16	 HRD	disaster	 Xenia,	OH	 Coordinator	 www.thecfte.com		

20-25	 CSAR	2020	
seminar	

Rhinelander,	
WI	 Coordinator	 www.facebook.com/NewboldFire			newboldfire@gmail.com		

20-25	
Old	Dom.	&	
Sumner	Co	
seminar	

Appomattox,	
VA	

Tim	and	
Suzy	Perry	 olddominionsar@hotmail.com		

20-26	 AMPWDA	Natl	
Fall	seminar	 Cloverdale,	IN	 Coordinator	 www.ampwda.com/events.html	

26-27	 Advanced	
tracking	K9	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

30-Oct	4	
Historical	
grave	
detection	

Rupert,	ID	 Coordinator	 www.hrdspecializedk9.com/events	

October	

1-2	
Intermediate	
disaster	
search	

Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

2-6	
Northstar	
search	&	
recovery	

Seymour,	IN	 Coordinator	 www.nsk9ta.com/seminar	

3-4	
Advanced	
disaster	
search	

Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

9-11	 SDONA	crime	
scene	 Flagstaff,	AZ	 Coordinator	 www.sdona.org		

9-11	 Illinois	SAR	
Conference	 Clinton,	IL	 Coordinator	 board@illinoissar.org		

12-14	 Burials,	
advanced	 Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.K9sensus.org		

14-18	 NSI	K9	
seminar	 Seymour,	IN	 Coordinator	 www.nsk9ta.com/seminar		

15-18	 Trailing,	AS	
HR	Flanker	 Granbury,	TX	 Liz	Forbes	 elizabeth.forbes@searchone.org	

16-18	
HRD	
advanced	
scenarios	

Lucas,	IA	 Coordinator	 www.K9sensus.org		

17-18	 Advanced	air	
scent	K9	 Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

24-25	
Ground	
search	
technician	

Brazil,	IN	 Coordinator	 patbrown@dhs.in.gov		

30-Nov	1	 FACTS	Level	1	 San	Macros,	
TX	 Coordinator	 Facts.k9@gmail.com		

31-Nov	2	 Train	the	
Trainer	

Herb	Parsons	
Lake,	TN	 Coordinator	 www.hrdspecializedk9.com/events	
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November	

4-8	 HRD	Specialty	
Seminar	

Wildersville,	
TN	

Marshia	
Morton	 marshiamo@gmail.com	

5-8	
INBTI	man-
trailing	
seminar	

Las	Vegas,	NV	 MaryKay	
Grahn	 Chaos72@cox.net		

13-15	 So.	Cal	K9	
Seminar	 Idyllwild,	CA	 Coordinator	 www.southerncak9seminar.com		

	
	
	
	

Keep	going	for	the	Scholarship	application	
	
	
	

	
	 	



	
	

	
	
Applicant	must:	

1. Be	a	member	of	NSDA.		(The	dog	will	be	signed	over	to	the	individual.)	
2. Agree	to	train	the	dog	for	Area	Search/Air	Scent,	Disaster	or	both.	
3. Agree	to	seek	acceptable	Canine	Certification	within	two	(2)	years	of	receiving	the	dog.	
4. Agree	that,	if	the	recipient	stops	participating	in	Canine	SAR	within	four	(4)	years	of	receiving	the	

dog	or	fails	to	continue	to	meet	the	sponsorship	requirements,	they	will	notify	NSDA.		The	breeder	
and/or	sponsor	will	have	the	right	to	request	the	dog	be	returned.	

5. Agree	to	be	bound	by	the	breeder’s	contract,	if	any.	
	
Up	to	$1,000.00	will	be	awarded	to	the	 individual	who	receives	the	sponsorship.	 	 	These	funds	may	be	
used	to	offset	all	or	part	of	the	purchase	price	of	a	new	puppy	or	mature	dog.		If	there	are	funds	remaining	
out	of	the	$1,000.00	the	balance	may	be	used	to	offset	initial	medical	screening,	vaccinations	and	related	
health	checks.		
	
Closing	date	for	receipt	of	application	is	15	August	2020.		Applications	received	after	this	date	will	
not	be	processed.	
	

Applicant’s	Name:	____________________________________________________________________________________	
	
Applicant’s	Address:	_________________________________________________________________________________	
	
Applicant’s	Phone(s):	________________________________________________________________________________	
	
Applicant’s	E-mail:	___________________________________________________________________________________	
	
NSDA	Membership	Number:		_______________________________________________________________________				
	
Team	or	Organization	affiliation:	__________________________________________________________________	
	
Team	or	Organization	Address:	____________________________________________________________________	
	
Team	or	Organizational	Supervisor:	______________________________________________________________	
	
Contact	information	for	Supervisor:	______________________________________________________________							
	
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________	
	
Describe	in	500	words	or	less	why	you	wish	to	receive	this	sponsorship	and	the	purpose	for	
which	the	dog	will	be	used.		Include	training	resources	available	to	you.	
	

							Send	application	to:		Art	Wolff,	Attention	Sponsorship	Program,	at	SRT1501@bellsouth.net	
	

APPLICATION FOR 
THE GLENN THOMPSON MEMORIAL 9/11 

SPONSORSHIP 
 
	


